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Back issues of *Soda Lime Times* are available for $5.95 each (2018 - 2020), and $3.00 each for 2011-2017 for our subscribers on our website at [www.sodalimetimes.com](http://www.sodalimetimes.com). Please LOG IN FIRST to get the subscriber price. Back issues are $7.95 for non-subscribers (2018 - 2020), and $5 each for 2011-2017, and are available from our home page, and in our Etsy store at [www.dianewoodall.etsy.com](http://www.dianewoodall.etsy.com).

If you want just the tutorials we have some great bundles available on or website (again, subscribers please log in first to get the subscriber price). At the moment we have tutorial bundles from 2011 – 2014.

We hope you will find this table of contents helpful. If you have a question or comment we are always happy to hear from you at [support@sodalimetimes.com](mailto:support@sodalimetimes.com).
**Aug 2011 – It’s Raining Frit!**

- Featured Artist: Robin Koza
- Seven Reasons Why Your Frit Beads May Suck – And What You Can Do About it by Val Cox
- Grubby Mitts Report / Tools
- What the Heck is System 96? by Diane Woodall
- Did You Know? Facts about different kinds of frit
- Should I Sell my Beads? Part II / Selling Online by Diane Woodall

**Tutorials:**

- How to Make a “Fritzie” by Diane Woodall
- Simple Flower Bead Using a Fritzie by Diane Woodall
- Encased Auger Shell by Diane Woodall
- Beads of Courage tutorial: Kid-Friendly Fish Bead by Diane Woodall

**Sept 2011 – Beyond the Bland Bead**

- Featured Artist: Michael Barley
- The Life of a Full-time Lampworker by Deanna Chase
- Back from the Gathering by Diane Woodall
- Did You Know? Tips on Staying Cool in Your Studio by Diane Woodall
- Grubby Mitts Report – Murrini
- Opening an Etsy Store by Diane Woodall and Angie Ramey
- Tut Talk – review of Decorating With Stringer by Kandice Seeber by Jenne Rebecca

**Tutorials:**

- Easy Floral Bead with CZs by Diane Woodall
- Making Twizzles using an Optic Mold by Glenn Minoey
- Cute Puppy Bead by Lori Peterson
- Five Minute Fish In Five Easy Steps by Janice Peacock

**Oct 2011 – Color Your World**

- Featured Artist: Kandice Seeber
- Kandice’s Color Tips for Beginners by Kandice Seeber
- Let Fabric Inspire You by Diane Woodall
- Grubby Mitts Report – books for color inspiration
- Mandrel Dipping Tip – dipping mandrels when you are running low on bead release
- Secrets to Taking Better photos of Your Beads by Dawn Scanell
- Tut Talk – Think Pink by Sarah Hornik by Jenne Rebecca

**Tutorials:**

- Confetti Beads by Lori Peterson
- Using Encased Stringer in Imaginative Ways by Diane Woodall
- Fun & Funky Flower Disks by Diane Woodall
- Bloomin’ Disk Bracelet by Laury Henry

**Nov 2011 – The Shape of Things to Come**

- Getting the World Into Shape by Corina Tettinger
- Featured Artist: Sarah Hornik
- Beware of the Press by Corina Tettinger
- Thinking Beyond the Bead by Helen Chalmers
- Bead Fast Philly, 2011 by Deanna Chase
- Burning Questions – types of presses, shaping beads
- First Steps (Tips for Beginners) by Karen Calhoun
- Grubby Mitts Report – shaping tools
- Tut Talk – review of Anne Rickett’s Harvest Veggie Beads by Jenne Rebecca
- Did You Know? – using plastic tubes for glass storage

**Tutorials:**

- Paint by Numbers Bead by Becky Mason
- Cube Bead by Diane Woodall
- Cupcake Lentil Bead by Lori Peterson

**Dec 2011 – The Gift of Lampwork**

- Featured artist : Lisa Atchison
- A Brief History of Glass by Diane Woodall
- Having a Hot Time in the Mountains by Angie Ramey
- Starting Your Own Lampwork Group by Diane Woodall
- Grubby Mitts Report – gifts for lampworkers
- Burning Questions – types of glass
- Tut Talk by Jenne Rebecca – review of Julie Fountain’s Everyone Needs Glass Buttons

**Tutorials:**

- Key-Watch Fobs by Corina Tettinger
- Easy Leaf Beads by Diane Woodall
- Beaded Bookmarks by Diane Woodall
- Interchangeable Earwires by Laury Henry
- Dramatic Donut Drops by Laury Henry
- The Fat Cat by Becky Mason

**Jan 2012 – Whimsy and Imagination**

- Featured artist: Ali VandeGrift
- The Very Neat Story About Messy Color by Diane Woodall
- Bead-Buddies by Tina Julich
- Grubby Mitts Report – treasures from the dollar store
- Tut Talk by Jenne Rebecca – review of Heather Trimlett’s Twists!

**Tutorials:**

- Masonry Giraffe by Becky Mason
- Twistie Doodles by Michelle Waldren
- Imagination Charms by Karen Leonard
- End-of-the-Day Beads by Diane Woodall
- Owl Beads by Diane Woodall

**Feb 2012 – Young at Heart**

- Featured artist : Patsy Evins
- Steph’s Dot Tips by Stephanie Handermann
- The Down and Dirty on Doing Live Shows/Part I (Show Selection) by Diane Woodall
- Grubby Mitts Report – Must-have tutorials
- Hold the Presses/ Heart presses – by Julie Fountain

**Tutorials:**

- The Raja Heart by Amy Kuczewski
- Horizontal Heart with Surface Flowers by Amy Trescott
- Striated Encased Purple Heart (Beads of Courage design) by Diane Woodall
- Chocolate Dipped Strawberries by Evelyn Duberry

**March 2012 – Fabulous Florals!**

- Featured artist: Patsy Evins
- Five Pieces of Equipment That I Cannot Live Without by Barbara Collins
- Fall in Love with Bullseye Pinks by Diane Woodall
- The Down and Dirty on Doing Live Shows/Part 2 (Marketing & Booth Design) by Diane Woodall
- Tut Talk – review of floral tutorials by Jenne Rebecca
- Grubby Mitts Report by Angie Ramey – tools for making floral beads

**Tutorials:**

- Delightful Daisies by Angie Ramey
- Making Fantasy Leaves and Flowers on Wire by Lyn Foley
• Changeable Tapestry Ring Toppers by Renee Wiggins
• Flower Power Jawbreakers (BOC bead) by Diane Woodall

April 2012 – The World Beneath the Surf
- Featured artist: Laurie Ament by Karen Leonardo
- The History of My Seahorse Bead by Kimberly Jo Affleck
- Beth’s Story – The Birth of a Beadmaker by Beth Elliott
- The Down and Dirty on Doing Live Shows/Part 2 by Diane Woodall
- The Grubby Mitts Report by Angie Ramey – Glass and tools for making beachy beads

Tutorials:
- Underwater Barnacle Beads by Christie Modesti
- Tahitian Lagoon Bottle Stopper by Becky Mason
- Ocean Bubbles/ Hollows by Robin Passovoy
- Cutting Stained Glass into Strips for Lampwork Beads by Diane Woodall
- Charming Seashells (auger shaped beads made into headpins) by Diane Woodall
- Starfish Wave Bead (Beads of Courage bead) by Diane Woodall

May 2012 – Small Beads – Big Impact
- Featured Artist: Debi Cogwell by Karen Leonardo
- The History of the CG Beadroller by Leah Nelson
- Small Beads: Fame, Fun, and Fortune by Corina Tettinger
- Choosing a Beadmaking Class and Making it Great by Heather Trimlett
- Getting Your Beads in a Row by Corina Tettinger
- The Grubby Mitts Report by Angie Ramey (tools for making small beads)
- Tut Talk – review of Floating Ribbon Beads by Julie Haveland
- Beer by Jenne Rebecca

Tutorials:
- Pandora-Sized Encased Floral Bead by Corina Tettinger
- Garden Lentil Bead by Kim Milan and Lori Peterson
- Teeny Tiny Birds by Melanie Hazen
- Easy Round the World Beads by Diane Woodall
- Mice-A-Roni and Cheese - Beads of Courage Bead by Diane Woodall

June 2012 – The Freedom of Going Organic
- Featured Artist: Beverley Edge by Karen Leonardo
- Have No Fear! By Diane Woodall
- Tips on Etching Beads by Leah Deeb
- Writing an Effective Tutorial by Leah Deeb
- Grubby Mitts Report by Angie Ramey (supplies for making organic beads)
- Tut Talk – review of Southwest Striations by Anne Ricketts by Jenne Rebecca

Tutorials:
- Multicolored Striations (frit stringer bead) by Robin Koza
- Till-n-Swirl (organic enamel bead) by Angie Ramey
- Making Silvered Ivory Shards by Diane Woodall
- Silver and Sangre (organic focal bead) by Diane Woodall
- Slithering (Beads of Courage Bead) by Diane Woodall

July 2012 – Inspired by Nature
- Featured Artist: Joy Munshower by Karen Leonardo
- Glass Adventures (trip to Venice) by Diane Peterson
- How Glass is Made by Leah Nelson
- Grubby Mitts Report (frit inspired by nature) by Angie Ramey
- Tut Talk – review of Sculpted Pansy Tutorial by Laurie Donnette by Jenne Rebecca

Tutorials:
- Cherry Blossom Bonsai by Jane Peralta
- Realistic Sculptural Leaves by Patsy Evins
- Tumbling Leaves Bead by Trudi Dogherty
- Twisted Kitty – Beads of Courage bead by Susan Hasler
- Kid-Friendly Turtle Bead - BOC bead by Sue Webb

Aug 2012 – Focus on Focals
- Featured Artist: Lydia Muell by Karen Leonardo
- How to Make Your Own Bead Release by Michael Barley
- Five Essential Graphite Shaping Tools by Barbara Collins
- A Focal by Any Other Name (using focal beads for pendants) by Lisa Liddy
- Grubby Mitts Report (tools for making focal beads) by Angie Ramey

Tutorials:
- Inner Glow by Kris Shable
- Ethereal Ribbon Focal by Gail Joseph
- Under the Willow Tree by Diane Woodall
- Woodland Eye Bead – Beads of Courage bead by Kristina Floyd

Sept 2012 – The Mysteries of Silver Glass
- Featured Artist: Dawn Scannell by Karen Leonardo
- Silver Glass – Not as Scary as You May Think by Priscilla McGirr
- Grubby Mitts Report (ways of incorporating small amounts of silver glass into your work) by Angie Ramey
- Tut Talk – review of Making Silver Glass Sing by Anouk Jaspere by Jenne Rebecca

Tutorials:
- Hello Dalai by Dawn Scannell
- Moonflowers by Judith Billig
- Silver Swirls Lentil by Debbie Sanders
- Quicks and Beautiful Raku Murrini Bead by Debbie Sanders
- Pearlescent by Hayley Tsang Sather

Oct 2012 – Spooky, Scary, and Fantastical Beads
- Featured Artist: Mary Lockwood by Karen Leonardo
- Working From Home by Janet Robinson
- Grubby Mitts Report – Tips and Treats for Halloween by Diane Woodall
- Tut Talk - Kim Neely Sculptural Glass, Volume 1: Bones by Jenne Rebecca

Tutorials:
- Sugar Skulls by Debi Cogwell
- Witch’s Finger Pendant by Mary Lockwood
- Frankenstein’s Monster Bead by Marcy Lamberson
- Bonehead – A “Humerus” Bead by Diane Woodall
- Grinning Gremlins by Heather Kelly

Nov 2012 – Big Hole Beads
- Featured Artist: Bobbie Pene by Karen Leonardo
- Tips from the Masters/ Kristina Logan by Diane Woodall
- Being Discovered / The Art of Getting Your Work Seen by Diane Woodall
- Grubby Mitts Report – Big Holes, Big Possibilities! By Angie Ramey

Tutorials:
- How to Core a Big Hole Bead by Susan Sheehan
- Silver Cored Bubble Beads by Trudi Doherty
• Discs Galore by Donna Felkner
• Candy Bubble Wheels by Lori Peterson

Dec 2012 – All-Stars Edition

• Tips From the Masters / Secrets of the All-Stars by Diane Woodall
• Featured Artist / Janice Peacock by Diane Woodall
• Tutorial: Alien Moons by Janice Peacock
• Featured Artist/ Heather Trimlett by Diane Woodall
• Article: Essential Beadmaking Magic and Tricks by Heather Trimlett
• Featured Artist/ JC Herrell by Karen Leonardo
• Tutorial: Save the Spinning Bead by JC Herrell
• Featured Artist/ Jennifer Geldard by Karen Leonardo
• Article: Make It Work! A Lesson on Not Giving Up by Jennifer Geldard
• Featured Artist/ Holly Cooper by Karen Leonardo
• Tutorial: Kuba Bead by Holly Cooper
• Featured Artist/ Corina Tettinger by Diane Woodall
• Tutorial: Let There Be Light! Christmas lights tutorial by Corina Tettinger
• Grubby Mitts Report – Give a Little, Get a Little by Angie Ramey


• Tips From the Masters/ How to Pull Stringer by Melanie Moertel
• Flame Off UK by Jennie Lamb
• Grubby Mitts Report – Long Distance Learning by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Organic Circles by Katerina Koroleva
• Kiss Roses by Bev Butler
• Candy Stripes Focal Bead by Suzanne Noordewier
• Acorn and Oak Leaf Lentils by Sandy Kelly
• Happy Cat Pendant by Anja Nussbaumer
• Pirate Kidz by Claudia Trimbr-Pagel

Feb 2013 – Embellish Those Beads!

• Featured artist / Madeline Bunyan by Karen Leonardo
• Small Frit – Big Impact by Diane Woodall
• Inspiration – Where Do You Get Yours? By Elaine Mead
• Tips from the Masters / Featuring the beads of Kalera Stratton
• Grubby Mitts Report – Bucket List Tools by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Pressed and Rolled Patterns by Bev Butler
• The Gypsy Rose by Amy Kuczewski
• Cherry Blossom Bead by Madeline Bunyan
• Everlasting Chocolate Beads by Renee Wiggins
• Valentine Roses by Lorelei Lotvin

March 2013 – Special Finishes

• Featured artist / Libby Leuchtmann by Karen Leonardo
• Tips from the Masters/ Featuring the Tumbled Beads of Jim Smircich
• Family Reunion by Sharilyn Premuda
• Grubby Mitts Report – Beyond the Kiln/Coldworking by Amy Kuczewski

Tutorials:
• Copper Electroforming on Glass Beads by Kate Fowlie Meleny
• Coldworking 101 by Libby Leuchtmann
• An Introduction to Sandblasted and Oil Painted Beads by Hannah Rosner
• Moss Rocks (Using Baking Soda on Your Beads) by Mary Lockwood

April 2013 – Buttons and Baubles

• Featured Artist / Michael Mangifico by Karen Leonardo
• Tips from the Masters featuring Drew Fritts
• My Timer-Driven Life by Jennie Yip
• Get Up and Move! By Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report – Thinking Outside the Bead Box by Amy Kuczewski

Tutorials:
• Buttons with Depth and Texture by Amy Ouelette
• Twisted Rose Buttons by Grace Edwards
• Ladybird Shank Buttons by Julie Fountain
• Open Heart Pendants by Michael Mangifico
• Hexagonal Cabinet Knobs by Amy Ouelette

May 2013 – Let’s Be Clear on Encasing

• Featured Artist/ Vickie Lee By Karen Leonardo
• From the Furnace to the Flame, The Story of Uroboros Glass Co. By Leah Nelson
• Tut Talk by Jenne Rebecca - A Review of Mary Lockwood’s Encasing Bootcamp Tutorial
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall (Encasing resources)

Tutorials:
• Encased Silver Glass Bead By Liz Bunn
• Watering Down the Possibilities / Using Frit with Clear By Kris Schaible
• Mini Ocean Bead By Angie Gemsa

June 2013 – Calling All Designers!

• Featured Artist/ Angie Ramey by Karen Leonardo
• I’ll Swap with Anyone! / The ISGB Gathering Bead Swap by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report / great Jewelry Starts with Great Beads by Amy Kuczewski
• I Love Your Earrings! by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Key to the Secret Garden by Nancy Gant
• Bellflower Cascade Pendant by Hannah Rosner
• Flower Drop Earrings by Roberta Freeman Manly
• Easy Wire Disc Earrings by Debbie Gwaltney
• Gotta Have Heart Pendant by Annmarie Stanesa
• Flower Bouquet Lapel Pin by Patti Ganack

July 2013 – Sculpting with Glass

• Featured artist/ Annette Stenesa by Karen Leonardo
• Tips from the Masters by Patsy Evans
• Going to the Dark Side – An Introduction to Boro by Hannah Rosner
• Grubby Mitts Report/ Try Your Hand at Sculpting Glass by Amy Kuczewski
• Tut Talk by Jenne Rebecca – a Review of How to Make a Glass Lampwork Seashell by Jodi Hesting

Tutorials:
• Sheepdog Head Bead by Annette Nilan
• Coming Up Roses Cupcake by Patsy Evans
• Dragon Head Bead by Jo Turner
• Healing Heart Bead by Susan Lambert

Aug 2013 – Hollows

• Featured artist/ Aja Vaz by Karen Leonardo
• How do You Do That? Making a Butternut Branches Hollow By Aja Vaz
• Tips from the Masters – Puffy Mandrels – an Unofficial FAQ by Jeri Warhaftig
• Grubby Mitts Report/ How Not to Blow It by Amy Kuczewski
• Seeing is Believing – online videos on making hollow beads and vessels by Diane Woodall
Tutorials:
- Tips for Making Hollow Beads by Marjolein van Zummeren
- Torch Blown Chili Pepper by Jelveh Jaferian
- Heart of a Viking by Nelli Rees
- Hollow Vessels by Amy Kuczewski

SEP 2013 – ALL THAT GLITTERS
- Featured artist/ Joyce Horn by Karen Leonardo
- Adding Sparkle to your Beads With Goldstone Frit by Lisa Fletcher
- The Magic of Brass – tutorial recommendation
- Tips from the Masters - How to Apply Gold Leaf by Karen Leonardo
- Grubby Mitts Report by Amy Kuczewski
- Tut Talk by Jenne Rebecca

Tutorials:
- PreFuse and Use Dichro by Miriam Steger
- Encasing Silver Foil with transparent Glass by Corina Tettenger
- Sparkle Stringers by Dawn Ceccacci
- Punches and Cutouts by Bev Butler
- Goldstone Frit Stringer by Sarah Hornik
- Sparkle the Owl by Diane Woodall

OCT 2013 – THE MAGIC OF MURRINI
- Featured Artist John Rizzi by Karen Leonardo
- Murrini Resource Guide – sources for handmade murrini
- Tutorial Resource Guide – sources for tutorials on murrini and cane
- Can I Have Your Recipe? Murrini recipes by Diane Woodall
- Murrini Storage Magic by Denise Smith
- How to Cut Perfect Murrini by DeAnne Buchanan
- Grubby Mitts Report by Amy Kuczewski
- The Big Beadathon 2013 (UK beadathon for Beads of Courage) by Kathryn Newman

Tutorials:
- How to Make Murrini by Glenn Mincey & Avaline Pierson
- Quick and Easy Murrini Eye Cane by John Rizzi
- How to Make a Daisy Murrini by Christie Modesti
- A New Twist on Twisties by Elizabeth Hopkins
- Hippie Chick Twistie Boro Beads by Nicole Valentine-Rimmer

NOV 2013 – LENTILS AND TABS
- Featured Artist - Jacqueline Parkes by Karen Leonardo
- Tips from the Masters / Lentil Recipes by Jacqueline Parkes
- The Beautiful Veiled Cane of GG Glass by Diane Woodall
- The Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Eye of the Storm Bead by Robin Koza
- Pirate Gold Lentil Bead by Priscilla McGirr
- Oval Lentil Bead by Pati Walton
- Horse Bead Pictorial by Joy Munshower

DEC 2013 – ALL-STARS ISSUE
- Featured Artist Bronwen Heilman by Diane Woodall
- Tutorial: Meet Miss Skully by Bronwen Heilman
- Featured Artist Kristen Frantzen Orr by Karen Leonardo
- Advantages to Working in the Middle of the Mandrel by Kristen Frantzen Orr
- Featured Artist Sharon Peters by Karen Leonardo
- Tutorial: Here’s Lookin’ at You Kid- With Cool Inset Eyes! by Sharon Peters
- The Grubby Mitts Report by Amy Kuczewski
- Featured Artist Astrid Riedel by Karen Leonardo
- Tutorial: Complex Winged Latticino Twistie by Astrid Riedel

JAN 2014 - TWISTIES
- Featured Artist/Jolene Wolfe by Karen Leonardo
- The History of TAG Glass by Leah Nelson
- ISGB Scholarship News by Nikki Stull Haverstock
- Twistie Pattern Inspiration by Jolene Wolfe

Tutorials:
- Goldstone Ribbon Twistie Focal by Jolene Wolfe
- Mustang Plaids by Dawn Ceccacci
- Wigwag Basics by Stephanie Hartmann
- Party Animals by Diane Woodall

FEB 2014 – VALENTINE’S DAY
- Featured Artist/Debra Kallen by Karen Leonardo
- How Are You Perceived Online? by Diane Woodall
- Bright Ideas / Tips From Our Readers
- Lampwork Bead Jewelry Designers by Diane Crockett, Debi Dufrene, and Marcia Seever
- Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Bonbon Tutorial by Debra Kallen
- Set Your Heart on Fire by Laurie Ament
- Happy Hearts by Diane Woodall
- Goody, Goody Gumdrops by Diane Woodall
- Metta Heart by Jody Lee

MARCH 2014 – LONG AND LEAN
- Featured Artist/Heather Behrendt by Karen Leonardo
- Things I’ve Learned About Reichenbach Purple Rose by Marjolein VanZummeren
- Bright Ideas Tips From Our Readers

Tutorials:
- Long & Lean Beads for Bead Pens by Donna Felkner
- Music Bead by Heather Behrendt
- Violet Swirls by Donna Conklin
- Magic Bead by Nina Eagle
- Wiggle Giggle Caterpillar by Diane Woodall
- Long and Lean Pendant Jewelry Tutorial by Amy Bland

APRIL 2014 – FLORALS, FLORALS, FLORALS!
- Featured Artist/Kim Fields by Karen Leonardo
- Tips from the Masters Featuring Jacqueline Parkes
- The Grubby Mitts Report All Things Floral – by Jody Lee
- Selling in Tucson Tales from the Best Bead Show by Cleo Dunsmore
- Bright Ideas Tips From Our Readers

Tutorials:
- Spring Dogwood Bead by Kim Fields
- English Garden Bead by Mary Bush
- Sculptured Flower a la Moon by Monique Starink
- Nele Flowers by Rona Horn

MAY 2014 – BEAUTIFUL REACTIVE GLASS
- Featured Artist - Hayley Tsang Sather by Karen Leonardo
- Double Helix Glassworks Then, Now, and Tomorrow by Karen Leonardo
• Tips from the Masters - Using Silver Glass that Both Strikes and Reduces By Hayley Tsang Sather
• Grubby Mitts Report - By Jody Lee and Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Scrap Magic by Susan Hanson
• Silver Glass Gemstones by Eveline Goudswaard
• Turned Lampwork Beads by Hannah Rosner
• Dabbling with Reactive Glass Recipes by Dixie Harrison
• Autumn Fire Beads by Sheila Davis

**JUNE 2014 – NEUTRALS ARE NOT BORING!**
• Featured Artist - Debbie Sanders by Karen Leonardo
• Good Photos Matter! by Karen Leonardo
• Grubby Mitts Report - To the Neutral Zone! by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Organic Radiance Disks by Debbie Sanders
• Black & White - Releasing Creativity by Limitation by Corina Tettinger
• Ancient Tapestry Earrings by Genea Crivello-Knable
• Birth of a Goddess by Joy Munshower
• It's Not the Beads - It's the Bling! by Lisa Liddy

**JULY 2014 – SURF’S UP!**
• Featured Artist – Marlene McDonald by Leah Nelson
• The Magic of Gray Cards by Kelley Allen
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Mermaid Garden Focal Bead by Marlene McDonald
• Moonlit Ocean Bead by Molly Cooley
• Boro Starfish Pendant by Heidi Small
• Coral Beads by Andriy Mykolenko
• Lucky Sand Dollar Bead by Becky Mason

**AUG 2014 – HOT, HOT, HOT!**
• Featured Artist - Laura Critchfield by Leah Nelson
• Graceful Customs Lampworking Tools by Leah Nelson
• Tips from the Masters by Elizabeth Johnson
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Raspberry Salsa Sparkle Cone by Laura Critchfield
• Swirling Fire by Nina Eagle
• Flaming Wig-Wag Heart Pendant by Jeannie Cox
• Eye of the Tiger Headpins by Julie Wong Sontag
• Flaming Flames by Lorna Johnston

**SEPT 2014 – POTPOURRI!**
• Featured Artist – Bev Butler by Leah Nelson
• Take Care of Your Greatest Resource by Amy Oullette
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee
• Facebook Lampwork Bead Market by Leah Nelson

Tutorials:
• KISS Shard Reactions by Bev Butler
• Spring Splendor Bracelet by Lisa Liddy
• Laguna Ring Topper by Angela Meier
• Makin’ Frit by Hannah Rosner
• Here There Be Dragons! by Chris Haussler

**OCT 2014 - AUTUMN!**
• Featured Artist: Lezlie Belanger by Leah Nelson
• Glassy Goodness -Washington DC by Gina Ventre
• High Strung - A Janice Peacock Glass Bead Mystery by Diane Woodall

• Grubby Mitts Report Autumnal Glory by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Fall Bounty by Lezlie Belanger
• Pinecone Bead by Kim Fields
• Feathered Foliage Bead by Lorna Prime
• Autumn Rose by Laney Mead
• Sunflower Bead by Jo Turner

**NOV 2014 - MEN OF LAMPWORK**
• Featured Artist Michael Barley by Diane Woodall
• Tutorial - Mini Glory Hole by Michael Barley
• Featured Artist Scott Bouwens by Leah Nelson
• Tutorial - Silvered Ivory Spectrum Lentil by Scott Bouwens
• Featured Artist Roger Child by Diane Woodall
• Tutorial – Lizard on a Bicone Focal Bead by Roger Child
• Your Trusty Oxygen Concentrator Keep it Working for Years by Leah Nelson
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee
• Featured Artist David Sivers by Leah Nelson
• Tutorial – Color Reaction Swirl Base Bead by David Sivers
• Featured Artist Regis Teixera by Leah Nelson
• Tutorial – Metallic Jewel by Regis Teixera
• Featured Artist Shawn Tucker by Leah Nelson

**DEC 2014 – COOL COLORS**
• Featured Artist Jenelle Aubade-Caracas by Leah Nelson
• BeadCamp My Idea of Heaven by Darryle Jadaa
• Selling Beads on Facebook Part 2 by Diane Woodall
• The Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Blueberry Sea Salt Fade Barrels by Jenelle Aubade-Caracas
• Frozen Dahlia Pendant by Leah Nietz
• Peacock Sparkle by Sarah Friskey
• Peony Beads by Heather Davis
• Boro icicles by Shawn Tucker

**JAN 2015 – INTERNATIONAL ISSUE**
• Featured Artist Frank Miguletz by Leah Nelson
• GlasperlenSymposium Wertheim by Angela Meier
• Lampwork in the Netherlands by Miriam Steger
• The Glassblower A Novel Review by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Bouquet Pendant Bead by Frank Miguletz
• Murrini Flower Centers by Ikuyo Yamanaka
• Channeling VanGogh by Deborah Dunkerton
• Mandy the Mud Crab Seaside Hearts by Jolene Wolfe
• Vintage Bead Caps by Marise den Hartog

**FEB 2015 – DOTS, LINES, AND CIRCLES**
• Featured Artist - Lorna Prime by Leah Nelson
• Thaw Out Your Creativity bBy Diane Woodall
• Heather Trimlett’s 40-Bead Project by Heather Trimlett
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Creating Magic with Dots and Lines by Corina Tettinger
• Love Heart Patchwork Bead by Lorna Prime
• Ethno Bead by Beatrice Stoertz
• Crocodile Skin Bead by Becky Mason and Diane Woodall
• Tiger Stripe Bead by Becky Mason and Diane Woodall
MARCH 2015 – PINK!
• Featured Artist - Helen Gorick by Leah Nelson
• Flameworking Bullseye Pink by Nina Hibler
• Choosing Your Pinks Wisely by Laura Critchfield
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Perfect Stripy & Bubble Stripe Beads by Helen Gorick
• Pink Waves by Michaela Pabeschitz
• Raspberry Shimmer by Elizabeth Bunn
• Striped Pink Fan Shell by Becky Mason and Diane Woodall

APRIL 2015 – HAPPY BEADS!
• Featured Artist - Heather Sellers by Leah Nelson
• How Being Creative Makes us Happy by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Rubba-Dub-Dub Ducky and Soap by Heather Sellers
• Chirping Chick by Leslie Belanger
• Riotous Rooster by Stephanie Sersich
• Mini-Snurtle Cabochon Tutorial by Carla di Francesco
• Little Lucky Tiki Guy by Janice Peacock
• Siddhartha Beads by Jasmin French

MAY 2015 - FUN WITH ENAMELS
• Featured Artist - Nina Eagle by Leah Nelson
• All About Enamels by Margaret Zinser
• Creating with the Power Vibe System by Karen Leonardo
• Thompson Enamels 9000 Series Color Charts
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Love is Blue by Nina Eagle
• Relief Burst Enamels by Marjolein VanZummeren
• Laguna Beads by Amber Van Meter
• Polynesian Pineapple Bead by Janice Peacock
• The Secrets of Patterned Powders on Beads by Janice Peacock
• Silver Glass Surfaces by Bev Butler

JUNE 2015 - MAD ABOUT TOOLS
• Featured Artist - Jelveh Jaferian by Leah Nelson
• The ISGB Glass, Beads, & Jewelry Bazaar by Karen Leonardo
• Creative Tools by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee
• Tool Resources (Where to find lampworking tools) by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Using a Jelveh Designs Key Mandrel by Jelveh Jaferian
• How to Use a Roll About Masher by Jelveh Jaferian
• Cut Flowers by Bev Butler
• Lava Lamp Bead by Beverley Edge
• Patchwork Heart by Trudi Doherty
• Charming Pendants by Susan Lambert
• How to Use a Mega Marver by Corina Tettinger

JULY 2015 – ELEMENTS
• Featured Artist - Michaela Klamert by Leah Nelson
• Is Amazon After a Slice of Etsy Pie? by Paul V. Woodall
• The Sparkly Story of Lori Riley’s Dichroic Glass by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• WATER - Funny Fish by Michaela Klamert

• EARTH AND AIR - Earth Bead by Liliana Glenn
• FIRE - Dichroic Fire Bead by Lisa St. Martin
• FIRE - Inferno Flame Tube Beads by Joe Holford

AUG 2015 – ORGANIC OBSESSION
• Featured Artist - Michele Coletti by Leah Nelson
• How Much does it Cost to Run My Kiln? by Darryle Jadaa
• The Best $99 I Ever Spent The Story of Joe Holford of Avenue Beads by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Jody Lee

Tutorials:
• Periwinkle Triptomatic Fairytale Bead by Michele Coletti
• Event Horizon by Whitney Lassini
• Stones on Water by Marjolein VanZummeren
• Machu Picchu by Debbie Sanders

SEPT 2015 – BEYOND 104
• Featured Artist - Stephanie Sersich by Leah Nelson
• What is COE? by Darryle Jadaa
• Why 96? by Kris Schaible
• Hitting the Bullseye Every Time - A Short History of Bullseye Glass by Darryle Jadaa
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Friendly Alligator Bead by Stephanie Sersich
• Veiled Disc Heart by Gail Joseph
• Encased Auger Shell by Diane Woodall
• Perfect Bright Pink Beads - Boro tutorial by Hannah Rosner
• Fuming with Boro Tubing by Shawn Tucker

OCT 2015 – WILD FOR ANIMALS
• Featured Artist - Kerri Fuhr by Leah Nelson
• Ready-made Inspiration by Darryle Jadaa
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Little Bird Focal Bead by Kerri Fuhr
• What a Croc! Crocodile Bead by Sharon Peters
• Panda Bear by Marcy Lamberson
• Elephant Love (BOC tutorial) by Heather Sellers

NOV 2015 – HOLIDAY CELEBRATIONS
• Featured Artist - Rebecca Jurgens by Leah Nelson
• The Chemistry of Coulored Glass by Andy Brunning
• The Story of Moretti and More by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
• The Great Rabbit Run by Rebecca Jurgens
• Bats and Pumpkins by Sabrina Koebel
• Holiday Senti “Mints” by Cara Washington
• Shivering Snowman (BOC tutorial) by Heather Sellers

DEC 2015 – ANYTHING GROWS
• Featured Artist - Molly Cooley by Leah Nelson
• Tips to Boost Creativity by Darryle Jadaa
• Petals - The Basic Element of Floral Beads by Corina Tettinger
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Blossoming Tree Focal Bead by Molly Cooley
• Delphinium Garden by Sheila Davis
• The Ferns by Nohline L’Ecuyer
• Gooseberry Beads by Polina Uchiteleva
• Acorn Pendant by Jane Sylvester

JAN 2016 – SENSATIONAL SURFACES
• Featured Artist - Anne-Lise Meier by Leah Nelson
• Journeys by Darryle Jadaa
• Different Methods for Dipping Mandrels by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Dot by Dot by Anne-Lise Meier
• Rustic Opal Off-Mandrel Pierced Shield Pendant by Lori Locher
• Seafog Shards Focal Bead by Diane Woodall
• Bumpy Hedgehog (BOC tutorial) by Heather Sellers

FEBRUARY 2016 – METAL MAGIC
• Featured Artist - Leah Nietz by Leah Nelson
• How to Sell Your Work on Facebook by Darryle Jadaa
• How is Gold Leaf Made? by Diane Woodall
• Using Gold Leaf by Karen Leonardo

Tutorials:
• Making Beads Using Brass Frit by Cynthia Tilker
• Energy Vessel by Leah Nietz
• Show-Stopping Starburst Heart by Trudi Doherty
• Silver Foil Recipes by Chelsea Pavloff and Angie Roberts
• ZOOM ZOOM! by Heather Sellers

MARCH 2016 - MURRINI MADNESS
• Featured Artist - Renee Wiggins by Leah Nelson
• Tips, Tricks, and Techniques by Darryle Jadaa
• The Journey of a Modern Day Apprentice by Ri Crye
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• How to Make Starburst Murrini by Renee Wiggins
• Cosmic Collision Star Murrini Bead by Kathyrn Guler
• Sweetheart Murrini by Jolene Wolfe
• Snack Time with Wally by Heather Sellers

APRIL 2016 - BIRDS OF A FEATHER
• Featured Artist - Gay Massender by Leah Nelson
• Sara Sally’s Grand Birds by Leah Nelson
• Our Significant Others and How They Support Us by Darryle Jadaa
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Bird’s Nest Brooch by Gay Massender
• The Night Watchman by Kim Fields
• Nesting Chicken by Diane Woodall
• Wakadood by Heather Sellers

MAY 2016 - IT’S MAGIC
• Featured Artist - Jennifer Gordon by Leah Nelson
• Fairies, Gnomes, and Imps (Fairy Gardens) by Leah Nelson
• Grow Your Business by Darryle Jadaa
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Gregarious Gnome by Jennifer Gordon
• Dragalope by Laurie Ament
• Whimsical Fairy House by Mary Bush
• Woodland Fairy by Heather Sellers

JUNE 2016 - SENSATIONAL SUMMER
• Featured Artist - Angelika Kaufmann by Leah Nelson
• Round Robin - A Beadmaker's Journey to Inspiration by Angela Meier
• Finding Organization by Pâquerette Charlas
• Choosing the Right Eye Protection by Darryle Jadaa
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Ink Watercolor - Paintings on Glass by Angelika Kaufmann
• Saltwater Therapy - Hollow Seashell by Terry Hale
• Flower Power Jawbreakers by Diane Woodall
• Summer Fling Beads of Courage tutorial by Heather Sellers

JULY 2016 - FABULOUS FISH
• Featured Artist - Deb Crowley by Leah Nelson.
• Fish Recipes - New book by Claudia Trimbur-Pagel by Darryle Jadaa
• Shoal - a Linda Newnham Creation by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• wearable Dichroic Fish Bead by Deb Crowley
• Gone Fishing - Inspiration from the Pond by Corina Tettinger
• Puffer Fish Ceiling Fan Pull by Diane Woodall
• Goldie - Goldfish Bead Beads of Courage tutorial by Heather Sellers

AUG 2016 - LAMPWORK JEWELRY
• Featured Artist - Irina Sergeeva by Leah Nelson
• The Melting Point Studio by Darryle Jadaa
• Stardust Necklace A Collaboration by Ronnie Lambrou and Jeri Warhaftig by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Delicate Like the Morning by Irina Sergeeva
• Thinking Outside the Mold Cone/Drop/Dangle/Button by Patricia Larsen
• Three-Hole Flower Component by Stephanie Sersich
• Satriation Bead Wavy Necklace by Hilary Tillin
• How to Make a Ball-End Headpin by Kimberly Roberts
• Glam Pink Beads of Courage tutorial by Heather Sellers

SEPT 2016 - BEYOND BEADS
• Featured Artist - Amanda Muddimer by Leah Nelson
• Leopold and Rudolf Blaschka A Legacy in Glass
• by Darryle Jadaa Waste Not, Want Not Introducing the Bead Blob by Leza Harary
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Simple Fun Cabochons Ringtoppers / Poppers by Amanda Muddimer
• Silvered Ivory Scroll Marble by Jason Powers
• Glass Cone Pincushion by Amy Ouellette
• Embellished Copper Frames by Kimberly Sturrup-Roberts
• Dive In to Glass Forced Encasement Paperweight by Heather Sellers
• Sparkly Boro Icicle With an Easy Pre-Made Loop by Diane Woodall

OCT 2016 - SHAPE UP
• Featured Artist - Patricia Larsen by Diane Woodall
• Thanks for the Memories Tales of Favorite Teachers and Studios by Darryle Jadaa
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• All Stacked Up! by Patricia Larsen
• Little Swirly Shells by Anneli Gustavsson
• Autumn Floral Fantasy by Judit Szőke
• Fly Away With Me! - Heart Toggle by Kimberly Sturrup-Roberts
• Speedy Rainbow Hearts Beads of Courage Tutorial by Heather Sellers

NOV 2016 - LANDSCAPE BEADS
• Featured Artist - Pati Walton by Diane Woodall
• Pricing Your Work - Strategies for Selling Your Work in a Competitive Market by Darryle Jadaa
• Previously in Soda Lime Times - Landscape tutorials from past issues by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Layered Landscape by Pati Walton
• Blooming Bonsai Tree by Cindy Matthews
• Night Beach by Nina Eagle
• Peek-A-Boo Alien by Shannon Vickers

DEC 2016 - ENCASING
• Featured Artist - Michelle Waldren by Diane Woodall
• Encasing - Asking the Experts by Darryle Jadaa
• Previously in Soda Lime Times - Encasing tutorials from past issues by Diane Woodall
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Ribbon Twistie Focal Bead by Michelle Waldren
• Glowing Bead by Régis Teixera
• Multi-Color Ethereal Bead by Jennie Lamb
• Striated Encased Purple Heart by Diane Woodall
• Wig-Wag Baubles by Shannon Vickers

JAN 2017 - WONDERS OF WHITE
• Featured Artist - Manuela Wutschke by Diane Woodall
• The Ergonomics of Lampworking by Darryle Jadaa
• My First Craft Show - Lessons Learned by Donna Felkner
• Grubby Mitts Report by Diane Woodall
• Previously in Soda Lime Times

Tutorials:
• Winter Brings out the Magic by Manuela Wutschke
• Snow White Discs by Debbie Sanders
• Filly Flower Murrini by Sandra Schenck
• Great Horn-Rimmed Owl by Heather Sellers

FEB 2017 - TINY TREASURES
• Featured Artist - Abigail Castagnaro by Diane Woodall
• A Tour of the Teenie Bead Factory by Julie Wong Sontag
• Creativity Beyond the Class by Astrid Riedel

Tutorials:
• Birth of a Chameleon By Abigail Castagnaro
• Itty-Bitty Bunny and Yummy Red Radish by Nancy Smith
• Cabochon Earrings - Tiny and Fabulous by Corina Tettinger
• Charming Seashells - Tiny Auger Headpins by Diane Woodall
• Birdies - Two-to-a-Mandrel by Diane Woodall

MARCH 2017 - FLOWERS!
• Featured Artist - Kristen Frantzen Orr by Diane Woodall
• Saying Farewell to Diana East by Sally Carver
• How to Make Frit by Desi Cachia
• Tut Talk by Darryle Jadaa
• Spotlight - Flower Murrini by Diane Woodal

Tutorials:
• Winter Garden Bead - How to Make a Flower Bead Using Striped Cane by Kristen Frantzen Orr
• Blooming in Glass - Off-Mandrel Floral Pendant by Elena Hernburg
• Romantic Bouquets - Multi-Layered Plunged Floral Bead by Kathy Greer
• Waiting for Spring - A Glass and Mixed Media Bangle by Kimberly Sturrup Roberts

APRIL 2017 - OVER THE RAINBOW!
• Featured Artist - Amy Kuczewski by Diane Woodall
• Chevron Beads Part 1 - The Classical Form by Gunnar Haag
• How to Use the Color Wheel by Darryle Jadaa
• Spotlight - Dip-n-Go SLUDGE™ ULTRA by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Maximum Rainbow by Amy Kuczewski
• Stripy Rainbow Heart by Stephanie Sersich
• How to Make a Rainbow Bridge Bracelet by Corina Tettinger
• Hawaiian Shirt Focal Bead by Diane Woodall

MAY 2017 - ORGANICS AND COLOR REACTIONS
• Featured Artist - Whitney Lassini by Diane Woodall
• Virginia Firebirds by Diane Woodall
• Fifty Reactive Glass Color Recipes 104 COE by Debra Clutter
• Blast from the Past - Corina’s Color Reaction Booklet by Diane Woodall
• Spotlight – Organic Tutorials by Daniel and Jenelle Aubade by Diane Woodall
• Oxidation of Turquoise By Laura Critchfield
• Make Mine a Dirty Martini - Mini-tut by Diane Woodall and Carol Hacker

Tutorials:
• Abstract Organic Bead by Whitney Lassini
• Up-Cycled Glass Bottle Bead Suite by Jenelle Aubade
• Butterfly Wings Headpins by Carolyn Driver
• Sea Turtle Bead by Diane Woodall

JUNE 2017 - INTERNATIONAL ISSUE
• Featured Artist - Tatiana Boyarinova by Diane Woodall
• GSS Flameworking - Turning Dreams into Reality by Darryle Jadaa
• Chevron Beads - Part 2 - New Shapes and Techniques by Gunnar Haag
• Spotlight – Murrcini by Kaz Baildon by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
• Wise Little Owl by Tatiana Boyarinova
• Wild Roses by Helen André
• Coral Shores by Stephanie Gough
• Calla Lily Bead by Lucie Kovarova-Weir
• Happy Owl Bead by Michal Silberberg
JULY 2017 - IVORY

- Featured Artist - Amber Van Meter by Diane Woodall
- The Glass Resort - A Dream Come True - by Tracey Alfaro
- An Introduction to Teaching Lampwork from Your Home Studio Part 1 by Diane Woodall
- Spotlight – Corina Secret Weapon by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Bimini Road Beads by Amber Van Meter
- Peacock Mosaic by Angela Bohanan
- Chantilly Lemon Pie Beads of Courage Tutorial by Diane Woodall

AUGUST 2017 - ANIMALS

- Featured Artist - Tammy Mercier by Diane Woodall
- The Importance of Research in Bas-Relief Animal Bead by Joy Munshower and Darryle Jadaa
- An Introduction to Teaching Lampwork from Your Home Studio Part 2 by Diane Woodall
- Spotlight – Let’s Draw Animals! by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Eye of the Wild by Tammy Mercier
- A Bird in the Hand by Elise Strauss
- Curly Caterpillar by Margaret Zinser Hunt
- Ollie the Orca by Shannon Vickers

SEPTEMBER 2017 - PRESSED BEADS

- Featured Artist - Ray Skene by Diane Woodall
- Beyond Basic Tools by Desi Cachia
- Getting Down to Business The Price of Success by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight – Let’s Start Pressing! by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- How to Use a Prism Heat Press by Ray Skene
- Rainbow Pillows by Pearly Karpel
- He Loves Me, He Loves Me Not Cabinet Knob tutorial by Nancy Sinclair
- Angel Wings by Corina Tettinger
- Quick and Easy Pressed Leaf Headpins by Karen Leonardo

OCTOBER 2017 - FUN WITH FRIT

- Featured Artist - Kris Schaible by Diane Woodall
- Brazee Street Studios - A Destination Studio by Stephanie Sersich
- Getting Down to Business - You are the Product by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight – Frit Sifters by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Why I Love Frit by Kris Schaible
- Inside Out Hollows by Aja Vaz
- Fox in an Autumn Forest by Laila Strazdina
- Summer Illusions by Carol Ann Savage

NOVEMBER 2017 - ENAMELS

- Featured Artist - Bea Stoertz by Diane Woodall
- Thompson Enamel A Rich History of Color by Darryle Jadaa
- Caravan Studios - On the Move by Diane Woodall
- Getting Down to Business - Shop Policies by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight – A Look Back at Enamels by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Enameled Faces by Bea Stoertz
- Enamel and Murrini Cabochon by Kathryn Guler
- Enamel Iridescence Reduction by Nina Eagle
- Freeze and Fuse Pâte De Verre Beads by Janice Peacock
- Snow Globe A Beads of Courage Tutorial by Trudi Doherty

DECEMBER 2017 - HAPPY HOLIDAYS

- Featured Artist - Elise Strauss by Diane Woodall
- Alexx Cheng – Modern Day Santa Claus by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business - Stand Tall by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight – Dichroic Dots by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- Polar Bear Cub by Elise Strauss
- Let the Snowflakes Fall! by Corina Tettinger
- Dreidel, Dreidel, Dreidel by Jelveh Jaferian
- Happy Snowman A Beads of Courage Tutorial by Diane Woodall

JANUARY 2018 - ANCIENT & TRADITIONAL STYLES

- Featured Artists - Tom and Sage Holland by Diane Woodall
- A History of Mimicking Precious Materials in Glass by Floor Kaspers
- Living History - Recreating a History of Glass Beads by Suzanne Tate
- Getting Down to Business - Evolve or Die by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Dots, Dots, Dots by Deanna Griffin Dove by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- African Shield Bead by Sage Holland
- Kuba - A Bead Inspired by African Tribal Patterns by Holly Cooper
- Traditional and Timeless Telemark Techniques by Kat Sanders
- Eye Pendant by Stephanie Sersich

FEBRUARY 2018 - HEARTS

- Featured Artist - Sabrina Koebel by Karen Leonardo
- I Give You My Heart - Eww! by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business - You Are in the Driver’s Seat by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Lumiere Lusters by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- Beachy Heart by Sabrina Koebel
- Hearty Heart by Sabrina Koebel
- Sea Heart by Olga Vilnova
- To the Heart’s Content by Felicitas Wilhelm
- Mr. Smiley Hearts by Brent Graber
March 2018 - Murrini Mania

- Featured Artist - Elena Hernburg by Karen Leonardo
- Procrastination by Andy Cooperman
- Tips, Techniques, and Questions! by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business - How to Rock a Custom Project by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Magical Murrini of Jackie Gundliefinger by Darryle Jadaa
- Previously in Soda Lime Times

Tutorials:

- Murrini Petal Bead by Elena Hernburg
- Murrini Techniques for Small Torches by Heather Ferman
- Smiley Face Murrini by Ann Spirek-Wierbinski
- Marvelous Melts by Tracy Lockhart

April 2018 - Bring on the Bling!

- Featured Artist - Lisa St. Martin by Diane Woodall
- Dichroic Glass – Older than You Think by Darryle Jadaa
- Tips, Techniques, and Questions! by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business – It's Show Application Time! by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Glorious Dichroic from Lori Riley Designs by Darryle Jadaa
- Previously in Soda Lime Times

Tutorials:

- BlingBling-Ring by Stephanie Hartmann
- Confessions of a Dichroholic by Lisa St. Martin
- Crystal Heart Implosion by Dawn Cecacci
- Silver Sprinkled Purple Long Cones by Karin Hruza
- Lumiere Lusters by Renee Wiggins

May 2018 - Watch it Grow

- Featured Artist - Carolyn Baum by Karen Leonardo
- Rolling with the Changes - The International Society of Glass Beadmakers Moves Forward by Susan Richards - ISGB President
- Carmen Miranda in Miniature Glass by Janice Peacock
- Tips, Techniques, and Questions! by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business – Check, Check, and Check by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Mad Sigh-ence by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:

- Glass Flower Wedding Crown by Christina Cole
- Hibiscus on a Wire by Carolyn Baum
- Everything’s Coming Up Roses by Rachel Childers
- Lemon Necklace for Essential Oils by Oksana Puzhalova
- Watercolor Flowers by Olga Kravchenko

June 2018 - How Cute!

- Featured Artist - Marcy Lamberson by Karen Leonardo
- What Makes Cute Things Cute? by Darryle Jadaa
- Gathering in Lauscha 2018 by Doris Stumpf
- Tips, Techniques, and Questions! by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business – The Genie in the Bottle by Catherine Winter

Tutorials:

- Seahorse Focal Bead by Marcy Lamberson
- Big Smile Bum by Karl Chittenden
- Bumble Bees by Jeannie Cox
- Not So Suddenly Sluggy by Chris Haussler
- Popcorn-Loving Mouse by Heather Sellers

July 2018 - Dots, Dots, and More Dots!

- Featured Artist - Karyn Williams by Karen Leonardo
- The Glass Art Society (GAS) Conference Review by Julie Delaney
- Tuffnell Glass by Karen Leonardo
- Tips, Techniques, and Questions! by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business – Pst - Here’s a Dirty Little Secret! by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Waste Not, Want Not! by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:

- Evil Eye Glass Totem by Karyn Williams
- Pretty Bubble Pod by Christi Klein
- Fish Scale Effect Transitional Color Bead by Jeannie Cox
- Creating Magic with Dots and Lines by Corina Tettinger
- Easy Raked Dot Bead by Diane Woodall

August 2018 - Silver Glass

- Featured Artist - Jana Filipkova by Karen Leonardo
- Carlo Donà Tools by Karen Leonardo
- Pittsburgh Glass Center by Karen Leonardo
- Tips, Techniques, and Questions! by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business – Ten Ways to Move Forward When Business is Slow by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Double Helix Glassworks by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:

- The Magic Flower by Jana Filipkova
- Hot Pink Beads with Rhea and Phoebe by Jed Hannay
- Once Upon a Dragon by Mary Ann Helmond
- Silver Glass Gravity Swirl Bead by Hayley Tsang Sather

September 2018 - Special Finishes

- Featured Artist - Nikki Thornburg-Lanigan
- Nine Things Every Artist Should Know to Produce, Strong, Effective Advertising by Cynthia McEwen
- Southeastern Michigan Glass Beadmakers Guild by Cindi Brunell
- Tips, Techniques, and Questions! by Darryle Jadaa
- Getting Down to Business – Sales Going Up! by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Jelveh Designs Studio by Darryle Jadaa & Jelveh Jaferian

Tutorials:

- Nailed It! by Nikki Thornburg-Lanigan
- Scroll Beads by Janice Peacock
- Palladium Drop by Maria Mazay
- Electroformed Disc Earrings by Terry Henry

October 2018 - Welcome Autumn

- Featured artist - Yulia Ponomarenko
- On The Flip Side - What Do Buyers Really Want? by Betony Maiden
- Get Inspired - Seasonal and Autumn Theme Jewelry by Karen Leonardo
- Getting Down to Business - Staying Connected by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Coming Museum of Glass by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:

- Smiling Skull by Yulia Ponomarenko
- Autumn Leaf by Lena Borodulina
- Autumn Jazz by Natalia Korolyuk
- Ectoplasm & Friend by Sharon Peters
- I Can See You!Beads of Courage tutorial by Diane Woodall
November 2018 - Faces
- Featured Artist - Irina Sergeeva by Karen Leonardo
- Finding Inspiration and Making Your Own Design by Hannah Rosner
- “What’s in a Face?” by Karen Leonardo
- Getting Down to Business – 10 Ways to Holiday Up Your Sales by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Heather Trimlett Tools by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- Lady in a Victorian Hat by Irina Sergeeva
- Dog Head Sculptural Bead by Elise Strauss
- Realistic Cat Face by Joy Munshower
- Gimme a Happy Face by Sharon Peters

December 2018 - Focal Beads
- Featured Artist - Ann Spirek-Wierbinski by Karen Leonardo
- Moonlighting as a Lampwork Beadmaker by Susan Wehner and Jill Cage
- To Tag or Not to Tag? That is the Question by Karen Leonardo
- Spotlight - Val Cox Studio by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- Christmas Poinsettia by Ann Spirek-Wierbinski
- Golden Studded Holiday Focal by Shani Barrett
- No Rain, No Rainbows by Sarah Friskey
- Glitter Kitty by Maria Grimes

January 2019 - In Your Imagination
- Featured Artist - Maria Grimes by Karen Leonardo
- Beads of Courage - Providing Arts-in-Medicine Programs to Children Around the World by Becca Gladden
- Beads of Courage Needs You! by Karen Leonardo
- Artistic Journey - Technique vs Design by Deryn Mentock
- Getting Down to Business - Five Ways to Bring a Customer Back by Catherine Winter
- Spotlight - Creation is Messy by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- Marvin the Mouse by Maria Grimes
- Fantasy Palm Tree by Molly Cooley
- Alice in Wonderland by Anna Miller
- Two Lucky Charms - The Ladybug and the Hedgehog By Dorry Spoo

February 2019 - Symbols of Love
- Featured Artist - Sabine Frank by Karen Leonardo
- Memorial Beads - What You Need to Know Before You Start by Hannah Rosner
- Art and Fear by Jane Harter
- Getting Down to Business - Lose Weight Instantly! by Catherine Winter
- Tools of the Great Artists by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- Lady Valentine by Sabine Frank
- Memory Galaxy Bead by Hannah Rosner
- Unlock My Heart - Seascape Heart On a Key by Cynthia Tucker
- Chocolate-Covered Cherry by Diane Woodall

March 2019 - American Southwest
- Featured Artist - Patti Gennack
- Free Shipping - Or Not! by Laurie Ament
- Borax, the Old West, and Borosilicate Glass by Darryle Jadaa
- Spotlight – Glass Diversions by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- Cowgirl America (Cowgirl Boot) by Patti Gennack
- Fabulous Feathers by Marcy Lamberson
- Colorful Cacti To Decorate Your Home by Elena Tszian
- Easy Faux Stones by Karen Leonardo

April 2019 - Encasing
- Featured Artist - Anna Miller.
- From the Studio to the Classroom by Terry Hale
- Like a Little Child in the Big City - Review of the Tucson Gem and Bead Show by Hava Edery
- Spotlight – Karen Thomas Beadable Products by Darryle Jadaa

Tutorials:
- Garden Bloom by Anna Miller
- Purple Roses and Sea Salt Strand by Jenelle Aubade
- Encased Silver Glass Focal by Melanie Graham
- Secret Blossom Bead by Dani Muller
- Enchanter Seascape Encased Bead by Wendy Willmott

May 2019 - Florals
- Featured Artist - Lena Borodulina
- Search Engine Optimization for Etsy - Why SEO is Important by Lori Greenberg
- 2019 International Flameworking Conference - Salem Community College by Tracey Alfaro
- What’s in My Studio? by Darryle Jadaa and Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Rose Bouquet by Lena Borodulina
- Sunny Yellow Tulips by Marina Guma
- White Flower and Ladybug by Oksana Puzhalova
- Rose in Stone by Olga Vilnova

June 2019 - Food
- Featured Artist - Heather Behrendt by Karen Leonardo
- Tour of the Lauscha Glass Factory by Doris Stumpf-Hinte
- Oh No! I Got a Bad Review! Now What? by Karen Leonardo

Tutorials:
- Salmon Sushi by Heather Behrendt
- Sweet Summer Strawberry by Sabine Frank
- Double Stack Pancakes by Marcy Lamberson
- Priscilla Pea Pod by Stephanie Sersich
- Fruit Murrini by Angela Meier

July 2019 - Blue
- Featured artist - Petra Pepper
- Does Making Art Help Our Emotional State? by Judith A. Rubin, Ph.D.
- Search Engine Optimization for Google by Lori Greenberg
- What’s in My Studio? by Darryle Jadaa
- Spotlight - Bail Biters by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Miracle Mirror Bead by Petra Pepper
- Aurora Blue Stardust Lentil by Karen Leonardo
- Lampwork Cornflower Pendant by Natalia Degtyaruk
- Berrylicious Blueberries by Sabine Frank
August 2019 - Buttons and Headpins
- Featured artist - Patty Lakinsmith by Karen Leonardo
- The Button-ic Plague - History of Buttons by Betony Maiden
- Ancient Bead Conference at Brazee Street Studio by Sage Holland
- Spotlight - Heather Trimlett Two-Hole Button Mandrels
- by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Wire Shank Lampwork Glass Button by Patty Lakinsmith
- Murini Shank Buttons by Wendy Willmott
- Enamed Copper Fish Headpin by Kimberly Sturrup Roberts
- Leaf on a Copper Wire by Diane Woodall

September 2019 - Autumn
- Featured Artist - Maureen Nugent by Karen Leonardo
- Art Glass Invitational 2019 by Tracey Howard
- Spotlight - Venghaus Pearls by Darryle Jadaa
- What’s in My Studio Donna Felkner Glass Storage Idea by Diane Woodall
- Previously in Soda Lime Times

Tutorials:
- Autumn “Fleur” by Maureen Nugent
- Armored Autumn Tribal by Lee Woodburn
- Yellow Autumn Barrels by Debbie Sanders
- Sid the Snake A Beads of Courage Tutorial by Laney Mead

October 2019 - Black
- Featured Artist - Lucie Kovarova-Weir by Karen Leonardo
- How to Get Super Clean Glass by Heather Trimlett
- Three Tips for Photographing Black Glass by Shannon Vickers
- Color of the Month - Metallic Black by Anna Miller
- Spotlight - Reichenbach Deep Black by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Snowdrop Flower Murrini by Lucie Kovarova-Weir
- My Favorite Blue Bead . . .Is Actually Made From Black by Hannah Rosner
- Raven by Kristen Frantzen Orr
- Enamed Witch’s Finger by Sabrina Koebel
- Acorn Pendant by Diane Woodall

November 2019 - Bits and Pieces
- Featured Artist - Valorie Cox by Karen Leonardo
- Micromosaics - Glass Art in Miniature by Janice Peacock
- Crafting My Life - Sailorgirl Jewelry by Catherine Winter
- Easy as Frit - Easy Beads with Frit by Caroline Rhodes
- Glass Spices - Raku by Anna Miller

Tutorials:
- Fused Glass Frit Cabochons by Valorie Cox
- Good Things Come in Small Packages by Trudi Doherty
- Micromosaic Millefiori Pendant by Janice Peacock
- Retortoli (Zanfirico) Twisted Cane Made with Lumiere Lusters by Renee Wiggins

December 2019 - Let’s Celebrate!
- Featured Artist - Shannon Vickers by Karen Leonardo
- Getting the Shape You Want by Darryle Jadaa and Donna Felkner
- Handmade Holiday - Gift Ideas From Your Heart and Hands by Anna Miller
- Luscious Lauscha Reds by Diane Woodall
- Heather Trimlett’s 40-Bead Project by Heather Trimlett

Tutorials:
- Birds of a Feather by Shannon Vickers
- Boughs of Holly by Gina DeStevens
- Dancing Polar Bear by Darlene Storgeoff
- Fairy Lights by Trudi Doherty

January 2020 - Let’s Make Something!
- Featured artist Hannah Rosner by Karen Leonardo
- The Mesh-Up by Betony Maiden
- Winter Garden - CiM Whites by Anna Miller

Tutorials:
- Multi-Media Boro Tassel by Hannah Rosner
- Interchangeable Implosion Pendant by Judit Szöke
- Glistening Glass Snowflake Necklace by Natalia Degtyaruk
- Spring Birdy Earrings by Stephanie Sersich
- Icicle Earrings by Diane Woodall

February 2020 - Girly Girl!
- Featured Artist - Amber Higgins by Karen Leonardo
- Tutu Beads by Anna Miller
- Beads of Courage - My Crazy 1000 Bead Challenge by Diane Woodall
- Dream Bead Recipes by Jacqueline Parkes

Tutorials:
- Puffy Heart by Amber Higgins
- Dog Rose and Bumblebee by Irina Sergeeva
- Salted Pink Nuggets by Gea Hines
- Chaos Squeeze Beads by Lori Peterson and Kim Milan

March 2020 - A New Path
- Featured Artist - Corina Tettinger by Diane Woodall
- Sets and Pairs- How to Make Matched Beads by Darryle Jadaa and Donna Felkner
- Devardi Luscious Glass by Anna Miller
- Heather Trimlett’s 40 Bead Project Completed! by Diane Woodall

Tutorials:
- Bullet Beads by Corina Tettinger
- It Takes Two - How I Make Pairs by Trudi Doherty
- Easy Peasy Boro Flowers by Hannah Rosner
- Fossil Pillar Bead by Anna Miller
- Kid-Friendly Seashells by Diane Woodall

Click HERE for a photo tutorial index showing photos of every tutorial that has appeared in Soda Lime Times.